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How To Prepare For A Job Interview - The Three
Levels You Need To Know

You’ve probably always been taught that preparing for a job interview is about
nailing the interview questions by preparing the best answers.

It’s true, but when you prepare that way, it’s like cramming for a test - you shove the
answers into your head that you think are right, (but you’re not 100% sure) and the
moment the test is over you forget everything.

There’s a better way to prepare that will allow you to come across as more confident,
more involved in the process, and best of all, more you.

How do you do that?

You have to take a step back at the interview and look at the meta level process.
That’s what this ebook will help you to do.

Interviews: The Meta Level

Ok, so what is the big picture here? What are interviews trying to do?

Interviews are assessing you on three different levels. The thing is, you should also
be assessing your fit for the company on these same three levels.

What are they?

Let’s take a look:
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Level One: Interviewers are looking at you as a person. (Soft Skills).

Are you personable?
Are you likeable?
Are you mature?
Do you have emotional intelligence?
Do you have basic skills like cleanliness?
Are you timely? Do you have good manners?

They also want to assess your personality fit at their company and within their
company culture.

Some companies are fairly relaxed about this. They’re looking for someone “easy
going” or “nice to work with” or who is a “team player,” while other companies put
their employees through rigorous psychological testing to determine if they have
the right personality to match the skills needed for the position.

You should do your homework (through informational interviews and other research)
to be prepared on what you’ll face here and the type of employee that the company
is most likely searching for.

You can’t change your personality, but you can decide that a company is not a fit for
you based on the type of environment, work culture or tasks you prefer.

You should also be thinking about whether this company has the right culture for
you. Do you want to work here? Is the culture what you are looking for?

Level Two, they want to assess your fit for the role. (Hard Skills).

Digging a little deeper, companies want to make sure that you not only match up in
terms of personality with the company and role, but also in terms of your skills,
strengths and experience.

As a career changer, you may not have experience or skills that directly translate into
the role that they are looking to fill. It will be your job in the interview (or in the
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informational interview!) to sell them on the idea that you are still the best fit for the
role.

You’ll have to offer proof that you can do the job they need done. Don’t be afraid to
draw on transferable skills even if it means you’re making parallels between the
work that you’ve done and the work  you want to do. It doesn’t need to match 100%.

An interviewer will want to see that you’re passionate about the role and getting the
job done.

Ask yourself, are the tasks things that I want to be doing? Will I get to grow in this
role the way that I want to? Will I be happy (or will this job fulfill the criteria I have)?

You want to make an assessment for yourself about how well you think the role fits
you.

Level Three, they want to assess your fit for the company.

They will want to determine if you fit at the company overall and if you will add to
their bottom line or their culture significantly.

Show them what you bring. You may have strategic ideas for the company or
department where you might be working, or you might have enthusiasm for the
company mission. Whatever it is, show them why they want you on their team.

Again, do you want to work for this company? Do you like how they do business? Do
you believe in the mission? Do you think you’ll find meaning in the work? Are you
happy with the company size and flexibility or rigidity? What criteria do you have for
determining your fit for a company?

There’s no way to answer these questions without doing your research on what the
company values, mission and culture are. You can do that online and through
informational interviews.

Every company is different, and that’s why your answers are going to be different at
every interview.
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Do You Want To Work There?

Of course, there will be other factors such as salary and benefits that will help you
determine whether or not you take a job, but looking at these three dimensions can
help you see if you’d fit at a company or not.

Prepare On All Three Levels

Before the interview, you do want to be sure you have practiced answers to tough
interview questions. But you also want to be sure you’ve done your homework on
these three meta levels as well.

● Know what you’re walking into in terms of the type of person they’re looking
for and how they screen for it.

● Learn as much as you can about the role and do some thinking about how
your experience lines up.

● Prepare examples and stories on how your work experience will be useful in
this new role.

● Learn what you can about the company history, mission and culture, as well
as their future goals, so you know what they are aiming for, where they have
been and especially how you might help.

● Prepare ideas for how you could help the company strategically in the future.
What future ideas could you see that might be implemented by your
department or the company in the future? What trends are coming that affect
the industry?

Leaving a Job as a Career Changer

One question people get asked is “why did you leave your last job/industry?”

It can be crucial to have the right answer to this one, especially as a career changer.
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It’s important to talk about the “pull” to a new industry rather than the “push” from
your old industry. In other words, talk about how passionate you are to get into the
new thing you’re interviewing for, rather than how bored you were or how much you
hated the last thing you were doing. Keep it positive and focus on your love,
excitement, passion and enthusiasm for the new work you’ll be doing.

In the right company, passion and enthusiasm can go a long way, and can make up
for a lack of experience and sometimes even skills. Employers may recognize they
can train the right employee, but they can never instill passion in an employee with
all the right skills.

Conducting a Virtual Interview

Your Environment: Be sure to have your space as quiet as possible, both in terms of
sound and visually. You want to make a professional impression.

Many people struggle with feeling strange about talking by phone. Missing social or
visual cues by phone and even by video can feel troubling.

Time to Think: The best advice for conducting your interview virtually is to allow
yourself time to think about your answers. It can feel awkward to pause when the
interviewer doesn’t see that you’re thinking, or can’t easily pick up visual cues, so you
may say something like, “Let me think about that,” or, “That’s a great question.” Ways
to pause for a second are great so you can gather your thoughts before plunging
into answers.

It can also feel tempting to ramble, without knowing how to wrap up what you are
saying. Without cues from others, it’s sometimes difficult to stop talking. Have a way,
or a few ways to end your statements. “That’s what I would say,” “That’s what I
believe,” etc. are better ways to wrap up your thoughts than rambling. Come up with
your own statements that feel authentic to you, but be sure to have a couple, so you
don’t over use them, otherwise it begins to feel awkward on its own.

Prepare Beforehand: Understand what the company is doing at each stage of the
interview process. Are they vetting you as a candidate for hard skills? Seeing if you fit
in culturally? Checking on your skills and ability to solve problems? Prepare yourself
for an interview where you can demonstrate your ability to solve their problems and
fit in with their culture. Of course, you’ll have to know about both beforehand to
know how to best position yourself.
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Saying Thank You & Follow Up

Always follow up your interview with an email thank you note. Send it to any and all
people involved in your interview process. Let them know how much you enjoyed
meeting them, what you found interesting about the meeting or company, and
possibly recall one thing that you spoke about, so that your conversation will be
memorable to them, too.

You want them to look back on your note and say, “Oh, that was the person that. . . “
Not, “Who was that person?” Send your thank you notes the same day or at least
within a few days of your interview.

If you haven’t heard back (remember, it is always ok to ask about next steps at the end
of your interview) in the time frame mentioned by your interviewer, it’s fine to follow up.
Send an email inquiring about the status of the position. Just because you haven’t
heard back doesn’t mean that you won’t get the job - it might just mean that the
company is moving slowly.

Dealing with Rejection

While it may be considered a “long shot,” you may get a second chance for an
interview. Just by following up, saying thank you, or if you see the job re-posted, even
if you have already been rejected, you can be hired for a job later on.

I had a client who got a second chance at for an interview just by asking. He knew his
skills were a match and he asked the interviewer humbly, stating, “maybe I didn’t
present myself or my skills in the best light the first time around, but I’m excited about
this job and this company, and I know I would be a great fit.”

Once you’ve been rejected, you have nothing to lose if you take another swing! Just
remember, be respectful and enthusiastic.
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Be Ahead Of The Pack

Preparing for your interview in this way will put you light years ahead of your
competition. Use these tips and go out there with your best foot forward!

Your Interview Prep Worksheet

Problems the company needs solved
(Company Level)

Problems the company needs solved by your role

Value you Bring
(how do you solve the problems that need to be solved by your role?)
(Be specific. Look at how you impact the “bottom line,” or company wide

problems from your role.)

Your Branding (Signature Skills)
These are the things you’re very good at, what companies most need, and

why you’ve been recruited, hired and promoted. These have also made you stand
out or been the root of most of your success stories.
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Questions to Be Prepared for In Your Next
Interview

❖ Tell me about yourself?
❖ Why do you want to work for this company?
❖ How did you hear about the role?
❖ What attracted you to to the role/company?
❖ What are your key strengths?
❖ Why are you leaving your current job?
❖ Can you explain your resume gap?
❖ Why were you at this job for only [short amount of time]?
❖ What skills or qualifications do you have that make you the best candidate?
❖ What type of culture are you looking for?
❖ What is your management style?
❖ Tell me about a time when you failed.
❖ Tell me about a time you overcame a challenge.
❖ What single project or task would you consider your most significant career

accomplishment to date? Walk me through the plan, how you managed it,
how you measured success, and what the biggest mistakes you made were.
(Lou Adler).

❖ What is your process for setting goals?
❖ What are your weaknesses?
❖ Tell me about a time when you disagreed with with a decision made at work

and how you handled it.
❖ Tell me how you handle conflict.
❖ Tell me how you handle feedback.
❖ Why were you fired?
❖ Why did you change career paths.
❖ What did you like most/least about your last position?
❖ How do you deal with stressful situations?
❖ What makes you unique?
❖ What would you do in the first 30/60/90 days at this role?
❖ What difference/impact do you want to make in your career?
❖ Where do you see yourself in five years?
❖ What is your experience with senior leadership?
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❖ How do you earn trust?
❖ What are your salary requirements?
❖ Tell me about a time when you [lost a sale/didn’t finish a project on time/etc.]
❖ How have you dealt with an unexpected challenge?
❖ How do you motivate others?
❖ What’s your experience/proficiency with [software/tool]?
❖ Tell me about a time when you were able to collaborate with a team.
❖ What is your communication style?
❖ How would your boss and co-workers describe you if you weren’t in the

room?
❖ What motivates you most?
❖ What are you passionate about?
❖ What did you like most/least about your last role?
❖ How would you define success in this role?
❖ What can you bring to the company?
❖ Do you think you’re overqualified?
❖ In your opinion, what qualities make a good leader?
❖ What do you know about our company?
❖ What do you know about the industry?
❖ How would you feel reporting to someone younger than you?
❖ What three qualities do you wish you had?
❖ What critical feedback do you most often hear?
❖ What qualities make you a good leader?
❖ What is your leadership style?
❖ Tell me about a leadership challenge you faced and how you overcame it.
❖ How often is it necessary to meet with your team?
❖ How do you create cohesion when your team disagrees?
❖ What are the most difficult decisions to make as a leader?
❖ How do you deliver bad news to the team?
❖ How do you get buy-in from people you don’t have authority over?
❖ How do you achieve goals in a fast-paced environment?
❖ Tell me about a time when you had to make a decision without all the facts.
❖ Tell me about how you make decisions without much guidance.
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Asking The Interviewer Questions
❖ The interviewer will likely ask you if you have questions. You should absolutely have

some prepared. If you don’t, it signals disinterest in the role. Here are some things that
you should and shouldn’t ask (at least at first).

❖

❖ What are the skills and experiences you’re looking for in an ideal candidate?
❖ What does a successful candidate in this position look like?
❖ What types of skills is the team missing that you’re looking to fill with a new

hire?
❖ What are the biggest challenges that someone in this position would face?
❖ Do you expect the main responsibilities for this position to change in the next

six months to a year?
❖ How will I be trained?
❖ What training programs are available to your employees?
❖ Are there opportunities for advancement or professional development?
❖ Where is the last person who held this job moving on to?
❖ Where have successful employees previously in this position progressed to?
❖ What are the most important things you’d like to see someone accomplish in

the first 30, 60, and 90 days on the job?
❖ What are the performance expectations of this position over the first 12

months?
❖ What is the performance review process here? How often would I be formally

reviewed?
❖ What metrics or goals will my performance be evaluated against?
❖ How long have you been with the company?
❖ What’s your favorite part about working here?
❖ Where do you see this company in the next few years?
❖ In my research, I’ve seen that X and Y are some of the biggest challenges

facing this industry/company in the next few years. What is your company’s
take on these challenges?

❖ Can you tell me about the team I’ll be working with?
❖ Who will I work with most closely?
❖ Who will I report to directly?
❖ Can you tell me about my direct reports? What are their strengths and the

team’s biggest challenges?
❖ Is the work typically collaborative or more independent?
❖ What’s different about working here than anywhere else you’ve worked?
❖ Why do you like working at X company?
❖ How does the organization promote professional growth and development?
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❖ How are employees recognized? Are successes and achievements
celebrated?

❖ How does the company address failure?
❖ Is there a lot of collaboration within or across teams? Is there room to work

independently?
❖ How is feedback shared?
❖ What are the most common causes of conflict and how is it resolved?
❖ How is team building addressed?
❖ Is there any philanthropy focus?
❖ Is there anything that concerns you about my background being a fit for this

role?
❖ What are the next steps in the interview process?
❖ Is there anything else I can provide you with that would be helpful?
❖ Can I answer any other questions for you?
❖ What questions do you have for me? [ask the interviewer]
❖

❖ What does a typical day or week look like in this role?
❖ Why are you excited about hiring a new person in this role?
❖ I know that one of your company values is X. How does that show up in the

workplace?
❖ What is the typical leadership style here?
❖ What are the most immediate projects that need to be addressed?
❖ Can you show me examples of projects I’d be working on?
❖ What are the skills and experiences you’re looking for in an ideal candidate?
❖ What attributes does someone need to have in order to be really successful

in this position?
❖ What types of skills is the team missing that you’re looking to fill with a new

hire?
❖ What are the biggest challenges that someone in this position would face?
❖ What sort of budget would I be working with?
❖ Is this a new role or will I be taking over for an employee who’s leaving?
❖ How does this position contribute to the company overall?
❖ Do you expect the main responsibilities for this position to change in the next

six months to a year?
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Top questions to ask about training and
professional development
❖ Each new opportunity isn’t  just as a job, but the next step on your career path.

Will this position help you get where you want to be?
❖ What does your onboarding process look like?

❖ What learning and professional development opportunities are available to

your employees?

❖ Will there be opportunities for stretch assignments where I can learn and use

new skills?

❖ Are there opportunities for advancement within the company?

❖ Would I be able to represent the company at industry conferences?

❖ Where have successful employees previously in this position progressed to?

Common questions to ask about how your

success will be evaluated

❖ These questions are key to understanding how your potential new manager
will measure your success and measuring company or team priorities.

❖ What are the most important things you’d like to see someone accomplish in
the first 30, 60, and 90 days on the job?

❖ What are the performance expectations of this position over the first 12
months?

❖ What is the performance review process like here? How often would I be
formally reviewed?

❖ What metrics or goals will my performance be evaluated against?
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Smart questions to ask about the interviewer
❖ Show that you’re interested in your interviewer as a person and build rapport.
❖ How long have you been with the company?

❖ Has your role changed since you’ve been here?

❖ What did you do before this?

❖ Why did you come to this company?

❖ What’s your favorite part about working here?

❖ What’s one challenge you occasionally or regularly face in your job?

❖ What part of your job are you most excited about over the next few months?

❖ Are there any upcoming initiatives or projects you’re especially interested in?

Best questions to ask about the company
❖ Ask more about the company you might be working with.
❖ I’ve read about the company’s founding, but can you tell me more about

[another significant company development] ?

❖ What direction do you see this company heading in over the next few years?

❖ What can you tell me about your new products or plans for growth?

❖ What are the current goals that the company is focused on, and how does this

team work to support hitting those goals?

❖ What gets you most excited about the company’s future?

❖ How does the company ensure it’s upholding its values?

Questions to ask about the team
❖ The people you work with day in and day out can make or break your work

life. Ask some questions to uncover whether you’ll be happy working with
these people..
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❖ Can you tell me about the team I’ll be working with?

❖ Who will I work with most closely?

❖ Who will I report to directly?

❖ Can you tell me about my direct reports?

❖ What are the team’s biggest strengths and challenges?

❖ Do you expect to hire more people in this department in the next six months?

❖ Which other departments work most closely with this one and how?

Creative questions to ask about the culture
❖ Understand the company culture more deeply before you arrive.
❖ How would you describe the work environment here—is the work typically

more collaborative or more independent?

❖ How does the team form and maintain strong bonds?

❖ Can you tell me about the last company event you did together?

❖ What’s your favorite office tradition?

❖ What do you and the team usually do for lunch?

❖ Does anyone at the company or on this team hang out outside the office?

❖ Do you ever do joint events with other companies or departments?

❖ What’s different about working here than anywhere else you’ve worked?

❖ How has the company changed since you joined?

❖ How has the organization overcome challenges with remote work?

❖ How does the company make sure that remote and hybrid employees are

given the same opportunities and standards as in-office employees?

Discover a company’s culture when working
remote
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❖ How does your team maintain strong bonds, even when working remotely?
❖ How has your company culture changed with some or all of your team

working remotely?
❖ What was the biggest hurdle you had to overcome when team members

started working remotely?
❖ What tools do you use to keep communication streamlined between your

in-office and remote teams?
❖ What team traditions do your remote and in-office employees love?
❖ What Slack channels are your favorite?
❖ What conversations happen daily on Slack or via email?

Best questions to ask about next steps
❖ Before you leave, make sure the interviewer has all the information they need

and that you’re clear on what you can expect going forward. (Just don’t make
this the very first thing you ask when they kick it to you!)

❖ What are the next steps in the interview process?

❖ Is there anything else I can provide you with that would be helpful?

❖ Can I answer any final questions for you?

Bonus Questions:

I consider certain types of questions to be “bonus questions.” There are two types.

The first type of bonus question is the type that gives you an opening to sneak in
some information (not too obviously) about yourself that you never got a chance to
present during the interview.

For example, maybe you never got a chance to tell the interviewer that you were the
liaison between your department and the C-Suite at your last company.

You might ask something like, “At my last organization, one of my responsibilities
was communicating the plans to top executives, and then discussing strategy
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changes with my team. Will there be an opportunity for that level of exposure in this
position?”

You have asked a question, and while you do want to know the answer, the real
purpose of the question is to highlight something for the interviewer so they can get
more information that you weren’t able to show before.

The trick is to do this in a non-obvious way.

The second type of bonus question is a question that illustrates your interest and
level of research, preparation and strategic thinking about the role.

From the perspective of someone who already holds the role you are interviewing
for, learn as much about the company and their strategic goals as you can.

Formulate questions that both demonstrate that preparation and thinking, but also
your ability to contribute to the team on a high level given your knowledge, insight
and past experience.

What do you see that they might not?
What do you have to offer?
What ideas do you have?
What angles are there?
What interesting conversations might arise, even if there are puzzle pieces missing,
or things you want to ask about?

Things Not to Ask – Yet.

There are questions you want to avoid asking until later rounds of the interview
process. Those questions include compensation and work/life balance questions.
As odd as it may seem, the company gets to evaluate you for fit before you can see
if they fit your needs on these dimensions.

You can, however, learn more about these things using websites like Glassdoor.com
or through conducting your own informational interviews.
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6 Story Types You Need To Prep For Interviews

1. When you solved a problem.

Every employer is looking for problem solvers, no matter what the company does.
Whether you’re doing the same job you’ve done before, looking for a promotion, or
pivoting, you’ll need an example that showcases your ability to solve problems.

When you pull out this story, it will be important to not only show that you can solve
problems, but show that your ability will transferable to the kinds of problems that
the position you’re interviewing for will need you to solve. It doesn’t need to be the
same problem exactly, but your problem-solving skills might translate. For example,
perhaps there will be a common thread of figuring out tangled data sets or calming
down angry customers.

2. When you overcame a challenge.

Employers will likely ask you about something that stood in your way, and how you
overcame it. It could be meeting a tight deadline, taking initiative on a tough project,
or turning around a difficult situation. The point is, you’ve likely faced something
difficult in your career, and you should build a story to tell around it to show that you
can hack it when the going gets tough.
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3. When you made a mistake.

The trick here is to pick the right mistake - not a disaster, but a minor but real
mistake - and then focus the story on how you recovered from the mistake and what
you did to fix it and what you learned.

When employers can see that you can learn and grow (but you’re not a major
liability) you’ll look like a good choice.

4. When you worked as a leader.

Many positions are looking for leadership qualities, and if you can demonstrate your
leadership through stories, you can position yourself for success.

Even if you haven’t managed people before, you still probably have leadership skills
and experience. Think about a time when you took charge, led or coordinated
something and saw positive results. Those stories are all possible examples that
you’ll want to share.

5. When you worked with a team.

Most positions require collaboration, and showing that you can be a team player is
essential. Share stories that show how you collaborated and your understanding of
the importance of working with others, and you’ll impress the people interviewing
you.

6. When you did something interesting.

Your interviewer might be interested in knowing more about you personally. You can
share something interesting you did at work, but also in your personal life, too.
Perhaps you’re working on your golf game or you write fiction on the side. Whatever
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you want to share, make sure it makes you look good and makes you seem like
someone people want to get to know better.

You may want to prep stories for any of the 50 questions above.

Be sure to tell the right stories for the right company. If a company particularly
values teamwork, show that you are a team player. If they value something else, try
to choose stories that are consistent with that value. Remember, though, share real
stories, just choose the best stories to highlight how you fit in at that company.

Ace the Interview Using the STAR Method

Storytelling can be made more scientific by applying a method to it. There are
several methods you can use, but one of them is the STAR method.

STAR is an acronym that stands for:

Situation: Set the scene and give the necessary details of your example.

Task: Describe what your responsibility was in that situation.

Action: Explain exactly what steps you took to address it.

Result: Share what outcomes your actions achieved.
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There’s no way for you to know ahead of time exactly what the interviewer will ask
you.

With that in mind, it’s smart to have a few stories and examples ready to go that you
can tweak and adapt for different questions, and a model in your mind for how you
tell stories. Having this arc will help you to know where to start, what to include, and
maybe most importantly, how and when to end.

How to Prepare Your Stories for Each Company
Remember that earlier on we talked about a company evaluating you on hard skills,
soft skills, and whether you’re a fit for the company?

Here’s where you really get a chance to show off each of the angles.

Imagine Company A really values money. Here’s the question:

Tell me about a time when you succeeded?

To answer this question well in this company’s eyes, you’d tell them about a huge
sale or cost savings you had, right? It would play right into their values.

But Company B values customer service. They ask you the same question.

Tell me about a time when you succeeded?

Do you give the same answer, even though it’s the one you prepared?

No.

You give them an answer that aligns with their values (and hopefully you’re
interviewing at companies where your values align).

Instead, you tell them a story about a time when you offered exemplary customer
service.
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But most people get this wrong. They prepare their “success” story and their “failure”
story, and their “leadership” story, and use the same stories no matter the company
or its values.

This doesn’t allow you to demonstrate how you will fit in with them and their culture.

Instead, do your research. Find their values on their company page, and tailor your
stories accordingly.

Below is a sample worksheet that you can print off to prep for your interview.

It will help you create the right stories for each company. Simply fill in the blanks,
and you will know what story to tell or how to prep.

Company Interview Question or
Job Requirement

Company Values What the
company is
looking for

What I want to illustrate:
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Story I will use to do that:

Anxiety and Interviews

Interviews can be intensely anxiety provoking! It’s completely normal to feel this way.
Here are some ideas about how you can combat that anxiety:

Prepare: Mock interviewing is a great way to prepare for your real interviews.
Whether you hire a coach to do your interviews with you, you use the help of a
friend or family member, you practice in front of a mirror, or you use something like
LunchClub to have many meetings with strangers where you have to talk about
yourself and what you do, getting practice talking about yourself and answering
questions will only help you.

Also, in my experience as an interview coach, people sometimes do things in
interviews they aren’t aware of: pauses, laughs, sounds, repetition of words, etc. are
all things that could be getting in the way of nailing your interview. Unless you’re
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practicing in front of another person who is willing to give you real feedback, you
won’t know. So practice and get those things under control!

Research: Another form of preparation, researching the company, their values,
strategies, goals, mission, people and more can only help you in your interview. It will
help you follow along, ask smart questions, know which stories to tell that will align
with your interviewer’s preferences in a candidate, and overall make you feel ready
going in.

Release the anxiety: Some people release anxiety by doing something very active,
like exercising or listening to music, others release it by being calm and centered.
However you get into a relaxed state of mind, do it before your interview.

Lower the stakes: It feels impossible to perform well if you think this interview is do
or die. No matter what happens at this interview, life will go on. Even if you bomb it,
there are ways to potentially get a second chance. And if this one doesn’t go your
way, there will be others. Go in with the mindset that you’re going to have an
exploratory conversation with the interviewer to see if this is a good fit for both of
you.

I hope this guide has been helpful to you!

My goal is to help job seekers find what’s next in their career and land jobs they
really want. If you’re in need of more guidance, visit me at
www.wishingwellcoach.com

Wishingwell Coaching and Jessica Sweet

is a certified career coach, interview coach and licensed therapist.Jessica Sweet
Her career guidance can be found on Forbes.com, CNBC, Business Insider,
Monster.com and more. Follow her here on LinkedIn.
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